Criteria are given for the normability of certain topological rings. These criteria yield generalizations of known theorems on the normability of compact integral domains and topological fields.
In [6, Theorem 7] , Z. S. Lipkina proved that the topology of a metrizable, compact ring A with identity and without zero-divisors is given by a norm, i.e., a function || || from A into the nonnegative real numbers satisfying ||x||=0 if and only if jc=0, ||-x||» ||x||, ||x+j|áMl + M» and ||x)'||^||jc|| j|j|| for all x, yeA. Her proof depended upon exhibiting A as a quotient ring of a certain power series ring in countably many noncommuting variables over a coefficient ring whose elements did not, however, commute with the variables. Here we shall give an elementary proof of a generalization of her result concerning normability.
A function v defined on a ring A is a natural pseudovaluation if the range of v is contained in the natural numbers together with + co and if for all x, yeA, v(x)= + ao if and only if x=0, v(-x)=v(x), v(x+y)iZ Tnin{v(x), v(y)}, and v(xy)'^.v(x)-L-v(y). Clearly the exponential of a natural pseudovaluation to a base <1 is a nonarchimedean norm satisfying ||jc|[ _? 1 for all xeA. An ideal a in a topological ring is topologically nilpotent if the filter base formed by its powers converges to zero. Proof. Necessity. Let an={xeA:v(x)^n}. Then {a"}"ai is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero, each a" is an ideal, and aÏ£an foralln>l. Proof.
We need only apply Theorem 3 to the completion of a topologically artinian ring, since the completion is clearly strictly linearly compact.
Corollary
2 Let A be a totally disconnected compact ring, and let r be the radical of A. The following statements are equivalent:
1° The topology of A is defined by a norm. Moreover, A is a unique factorization domain [7, Theorem 6, p. 148] . Let (t?JkSi be a sequence of irreducible elements no two of which are associates (e.g., letp"-X+ Yn), let an be the principal ideal generated by px • • • pn, and let S" be the topology on A for which {an}näl is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero. As A is a unique factorization domain, f) n¿1 an=(0); as A is local, Oj £ r. Equipped with topology &~, therefore, A is a commutative, linearly compact, metrizable ring with open radical. If 3~ were defined by a norm, then {xeA :lim xn=0) would be a neighborhood of zero and hence would contain am for some m; therefore lim"(/?i • ■ ■ pm)n=0, and in particular, (p1 • • -pm)n£am+1 for [June some n, whence pm+1 would divide pi • ■ •/>", a contradiction of the fact that A is a unique factorization domain.
We note finally that P. M. Cohn's criterion for the normability of a topological field may be extended to topological rings. A subset B of a topological ring is bounded if for every neighborhood V of zero there is a neighborhood U of zero such that £72?£ V and BUç= V. Our proof of the following theorem is a simplification of proofs in [3] . Proof.
Let Ax be the rings of all the fractions x\y, where xeA and where y is a cancellable element of A belonging to the center of A such that zh+zy is an open mapping, topologized by declaring the neighborhoods of zero in A a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in Ax. Clearly A: is a topological ring containing A as an open subring; consequently, replacing A with Ar, if necessary, we may assume that a is invertible in A.
Let F be a bounded neighborhood of zero. Replacing F by Vc\(-V), if necessary, we may assume that Fis symmetric. Let U={xeA:xVi=1 V}. As V is symmetric and bounded, U is a symmetric neighborhood of zero. To show that U is bounded, let W be a neighborhood of zero. As V is bounded, there exists a neighborhood T of zero such that TKç W, VTs W; as lim an=0, akeV for some k; hence akT is a neighborhood of zero, and i/a*7ç VTç W, and similarly akTU=TUakç W. Thus U is a bounded symmetric neighborhood of zero that clearly satisfies £/{/£ U. Let Ux he a neighborhood of zero such that C^s £/ and UxU+UxU+ î/ji/ç U; replacing a by a power of a, if necessary, we may assume that aellx; then aU+aU+aUç, U. Clearly (akU)k€Z is a decreasing sequence of neighborhoods of zero ; it is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero, for if y is a neighborhood of zero, there exists a neighborhood Z of zero such that Z(/ç y as U is bounded, and there exists t _0 such that aleZ since lim an=0, whence a^çZUç Y. In particular, fUso akU=(0). Let g(0)=0, and for each nonzero xeA let g(x)=2~k, where k is the largest of the integers / such that xea'U (such an integer exists, for as limanx=0, xea~nU for some «^0). If V is an additive subgroup, then U is a subring, and g is clearly a nonarchimedean norm defining the topology of A. 
